Introduction
============

Semiconductor nanomaterials have received intensive attention as promising candidates for efficient water splitting *via* solar photocatalysis due to their excellent photophysical and photochemical properties.[@cit1] So far, most semiconductor photocatalysis studies have focused on the averaged properties of a large amount of nanocatalysts in an ensemble system. Ensemble measurements wash out the intrinsic structural and functional heterogeneity among individuals, which hampers the microscopic understanding of the reaction kinetics and mechanisms, and blurs the structure--activity relationship. For example, the discovery of fluorescence (FL) photoblinking of single quantum dots in the 1990s has significantly advanced the fundamental knowledge of the photophysics of semiconductor materials,[@cit2],[@cit3] which underscores the value of single nanoparticle measurements. In recent years, the concept of studying catalytic reactions at the single nanocatalyst level has emerged rapidly as a powerful complement to traditional ensemble experiments.[@cit4]--[@cit6] Single nanoparticle catalysis studies are often performed on versatile types of optical microscopes that have the capability to monitor individual nanocatalysts in real time. Catalytic reactions occurring on an individual nanocatalyst lead to localized and quantitative changes in a series of time-lapsed optical images, from which the catalytic activity can be interpreted and correlated with each particular nanocatalyst. *In situ* characterization and manipulation of the chemical composition and structure of the very same individual has paved a bottom-up way towards understanding the structure--activity relationship.[@cit7]--[@cit11] Despite the huge opportunity brought about by single nanoparticle catalysis, the semiconductor catalyzed H~2~ evolution reaction has not been explored at the single nanoparticle level until recently.[@cit12] Considering that the photocatalytic activity of semiconductor nanomaterials is regulated by their photophysical processes, whether the photocatalytic reaction rate at the single nanoparticle level is a constant, or dynamically changes like FL photoblinking, becomes an important question with implications for the reaction mechanism and efficiency.

Various optical microscopes have been adopted to watch the nanoscopic catalytic reactions with high spatial and temporal resolution, such as dark-field microscopy (DFM),[@cit10],[@cit13]--[@cit15] single molecule fluorescence (SMF) microscopy,[@cit8],[@cit16]--[@cit20] Raman microscopy[@cit21]--[@cit24] and infrared microscopy.[@cit25] By virtue of the sensitive dependence of the localized surface plasmon resonance effect on the surrounding environment, DFM is a powerful tool for studying plasmonic nanocatalysts such as gold and silver,[@cit13] or hybrid nanomaterials containing plasmonic components.[@cit10],[@cit14],[@cit26] It remains challenging to use DFM to study pure dielectric nanomaterials such as semiconductor nanocatalysts. While SMF microscopy is applicable to both plasmonic[@cit16],[@cit17] and dielectric nanocatalysts,[@cit8],[@cit18] it often requires a fluorogenic model reaction to indirectly investigate the catalytic activity. The introduction of an artificial fluorogenic reaction may compromise the nature of a catalyst in real, non-fluorogenic reactions such as photocatalytic H~2~ generation. We recently developed a surface plasmon resonance microscope (SPRM)[@cit27],[@cit28] and employed it to monitor the electrochemical[@cit29],[@cit30] and photochemical[@cit12],[@cit31] reactions of single nanoparticles (NPs). However, home-built SPRM apparatus requires relatively sophisticated instrumentation. The technical requirements of gold-coated coverslips and the corresponding surface plasmon polaritons further affect its general accessibility and feasibility. Here, we propose an *in situ* FL-labeling strategy to light up hydrogen nanobubbles generated at single semiconductor NPs with conventional FL microscopy, and we report the significant dynamic photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs.

Results and discussion
======================

Imaging H~2~ nanobubbles generated at single CdS NPs during photocatalysis
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The principle of this strategy is illustrated in [Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Individual CdS NPs were sparsely and firmly immobilized on the glass substrate *via* electrostatic interactions (Fig. S1a and b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The photocatalytic hydrogen generation activities of bulky CdS NPs were firstly confirmed using traditional ensemble measurement (Fig. S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Upon blue light illumination, photogenerated H~2~ molecules saturated the local medium and nucleated at the nanocatalyst surface to form nanosized H~2~ bubbles. Subsequently, hydrophobic rhodamine 6G (R6G) FL molecules in the bulk medium were rapidly recruited and accumulated at the nanobubble--liquid interface, leading to enhanced FL emission that lit up the nanobubble under a FL microscope. The capability of R6G to label gas bubbles has been previously reported[@cit32] and is validated in the present work (Fig. S3a[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). A control experiment further verified the function of R6G dyes for sensitively detecting the photocatalytic process of CdS NPs (Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Correlated SEM characterization and FL imaging provided evidence that nanobubbles were generated on the CdS NPs (Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Therefore, the growth rate of FL emission was subsequently utilized to quantify the photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs in real time and *in operando*. Differently to previous SMF approaches, the present labeling strategy is applied to the native products (H~2~) after the reaction. Therefore, it does not compromise the nature of CdS photocatalysis. A single wavelength (*λ* = 488 nm) laser beam plays two roles here; it not only triggers the photochemical reactions of CdS NPs, but also excites R6G molecules for FL imaging. In order to minimize the background FL emission from R6G molecules in bulk solution, a commercially available total internal reflection configuration was adopted to achieve near-field illumination *via* an evanescent wave with a penetration depth of ∼200 nm (Fig. S6a[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).[@cit33] Note that the proposed labeling strategy is anticipated to be applicable for other types of FL microscopes such as confocal or light-sheet configurations. A wide-field epi-FL microscope was also able to detect these FL-labeled nanobubbles, though the contrast was greatly reduced (Fig. S7b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![(a) Schematic illustration of the measurement of the photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs by lighting up H~2~ nanobubbles with R6G molecules. A 488 nm laser excites an evanescent wave at the surface of the glass coverslip, leading to the photochemical production of H~2~ nanobubbles at a single CdS nanoparticle. Spontaneous accumulation of R6G molecules at the nanobubble surface results in FL emission (orange color) under a FL microscope. (b) FL trajectory curves of two adjacent CdS NPs. Mono-exponential fitting is displayed as blue (NP1, up panel) and red (NP2, bottom panel). Snapshots of FL images at four moments (109, 516, 1016, and 1412 second) are presented in the inset. Zoom-in curves of two nanobubble events at NP1 (c) and NP2 (d) are also displayed to clarify the kinetic features.](c7sc04684g-f1){#fig1}

Representative FL trajectories of two adjacent CdS NPs during photocatalysis clearly demonstrate the growth and desolation processes of H~2~ nanobubbles, as shown in [Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Zoom-in curves of two events at NP1 and NP2 are shown in [Fig. 1c and d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. A movie showing detailed images and FL trajectories is also provided as Movie S1.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} We will describe several features in the observed FL trajectories as follows. First, a monotonic increase in the FL intensity is followed by a rapid drop to its original value, corresponding to the gradual growth and sudden collapse of an individual nanobubble. The FL intensity curve during the growth period can be well fitted by a mono-exponential function, resulting in characteristic rate constants of 0.019 and 0.077 s^--1^ for NP1 and NP2, respectively. An intensity drop is usually completed within 23 ms (Fig. S8[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The rapid disappearance of the nanobubble is consistent with the classical thermodynamics theory, which predicts that a 1-micron H~2~ bubble will completely dissolve in water within 6 ms.[@cit34],[@cit35] Second, FL trajectories are independent and unsynchronized between two adjacent NPs ([Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} insets). In addition, nanobubble growth rate on NP2 (0.085 ± 0.02 s^--1^) is found to be 5 times larger than that on NP1 (0.017 ± 0.004 s^--1^). Statistical analysis of 398 nanobubbles at 31 CdS NPs further confirmed that the growth rate was significantly different from nanoparticle to nanoparticle (Fig. S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Therefore, we believe that the FL intensity growth rate reflects the intrinsic properties of individual CdS NPs. Third, nanobubbles were sometimes continuously generated, *i.e.*, another nanobubble appeared immediately after the collapse of the previous one. However, resting periods were also observed without any sign of a nanobubble (or with nanobubbles below the detection limit). The time lengths of these resting periods ranged from a few seconds to thousands of seconds. Fourth, the maximal FL intensities vary by up to 10 fold among different nanobubble events at the same CdS nanoparticle (NP2 for instance), demonstrating that nanobubble lifetime or the moment of collapse is not determined by its size. Instead, the loss (or significant reduction) of photocatalytic activity is more likely to stop (or slow down) the H~2~ supply, thus causing the collapse.

FL images of individual nanobubbles were collected by subtracting the background image from the image just before collapse. Most nanobubbles display a well-defined 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution ([Fig. 2a--c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 280 ± 29 nm. The point spreading function of the present microscope was determined to have a FWHM of 260 ± 18 nm, calculated by taking immobilized quantum dots as standard samples (Fig. S10a[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). These results demonstrated that the size of the nanobubbles was smaller than the diffraction limit. The slightly larger FWHM value (280 *vs.* 260 nm) indicated that most of the nanobubbles were attached to CdS NPs with a certain vertical distance to the substrate, leading to the broadening effect under de-focused conditions. This is expected as the substrate is highly hydrophilic due to the modification with positively charged molecules. Ring-shaped FL images ([Fig. 2d--f](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) are sometimes detected, corresponding to nanobubbles larger than the diffraction limit. This is because R6G is mainly adsorbed at the surface of a nanobubble and the inner core is free of fluorophores (Fig. S3a--c[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![FL images of H~2~ nanobubbles generated at single CdS NPs during photocatalysis. Experimental (a) and fitted (b, c) FL images of a single nanobubble smaller than the diffraction limit. For nanobubbles larger than the diffraction limit, the FL image shows a ring-shaped pattern in the 2-dimensional (d) and 3-dimensional (f) views because R6G molecules are adsorbed at the surface of the nanobubble (e).](c7sc04684g-f2){#fig2}

Measuring the photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs by imaging nanobubble growth kinetics
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We further examined the growth kinetics of individual nanobubbles by estimating their diameter from FWHM analysis. [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the FL trajectory of a nanobubble with a rate constant of 0.0045 s^--1^. The gradually increasing FWHM is shown in [Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (black dots) as obtained by analyzing each of the 510 images. Gaussian fitting is not applicable in the first 160 images due to the weak signal-to-background ratio. In the subsequent period (160^th^--400^th^ s), FWHM values are between 280 and 320 nm (gray zone in [Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the nanobubble size is smaller than the diffraction limit. In the final period (400^th^--510^th^ s), the FWHM gradually increases from 320 to 400 nm, which reveals the actual diameter of the nanobubble. The FL intensity of the nanobubble is found to be proportional to its surface area in this range ([Fig. 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), further supporting the idea that FL emission is from the R6G, accumulated at the nanobubble surface. By extrapolating such linear dependence to the entire period, one can calculate the nanobubble diameter as a function of time ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, red curve). The result shows quasi-linear growth at a speed of 0.72 nm s^--1^. This result also indicates that the present setup allows for the detection of H~2~ nanobubbles as small as 80 nm.

![(a) The FL trajectory shows mono-exponential growth of a single H~2~ nanobubble. (b) Measured FWHM (black dots) and calculated diameter (red dots) showing a linear increase in the diameter of the nanobubble as a function of time. (c) FL intensity is proportional to the surface area of the nanobubble. Note that the calculation of surface area is accurate only when the FWHM is larger than 320 nm. (d) The calculated number of H~2~ molecules in the nanobubble suggests a single nanoparticle H~2~ generation rate of 2.6 × 10^4^ molecules per second per nanoparticle.](c7sc04684g-f3){#fig3}

The hydrogen generation rate of a single CdS nanoparticle was estimated to be 2.6 × 10^4^ H~2~ molecules per nanoparticle per second, according to the ideal gas law below:where *n* is the number of H~2~ molecules in the nanobubble, *N*~A~ is Avogadro's number, *R* is the gas constant, *T* is the temperature and *P* is the pressure inside the nanobubble. *P* is calculated by adding the standard atmospheric pressure (*P*~0~) to the Laplace pressure (4*γ*/*D*). *γ* is the surface tension of water (0.073 N m^--1^) and *D* is the diameter of the nanobubble. The calculated number of H~2~ molecules is shown in [Fig. 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. According to Henry's law, the dissolution of H~2~ molecules from the nanobubble to the medium occurs at a much higher rate in the early stage (larger pressure due to smaller size). This effect consumes the majority of the photogenerated H~2~ molecules. Therefore, net H~2~ accumulation rate is smaller. The growth of the nanobubble reduces the dissolution rate, leading to an increased accumulation rate approaching 2.6 × 10^4^ H~2~ molecules per second (red curve in [Fig. 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We believe this represents the photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs, because this value is close to the actual H~2~ generation of single CdS NPs from ensemble-averaged results (Fig. S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and is also consistent with our previous measurement.[@cit12]

Control experiments were conducted to demonstrate that the nanobubble growth kinetics indeed reflected the photocatalytic activity of the corresponding CdS nanoparticle (internal factor), rather than the H~2~ concentration in the surrounding medium, which was due to the contribution of adjacent nanoparticles (external factor). First, no nanobubble evolution was observed at single CdS NPs by physically (blowing H~2~ gas) or chemically (decomposition of NaBH~4~) saturating the solution with external H~2~ (Fig. S11[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The saturation was confirmed by the formation of H~2~ bubbles at the hydrophobic wall of the container. These results demonstrated that the nucleation of H~2~ molecules, contributed by the surrounding medium, at CdS NPs was prohibited even in a saturation scenario. It therefore excludes the external factor mentioned above. Second, the growth rate of the nanobubble was positively correlated with the photocatalytic activity of CdS NPs. When increasing the laser power density, the nanobubble growth rate was found to increase accordingly (Fig. S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thirdly, it was found that an induction time was often required to initiate nanobubble evolution in photocatalysis experiments. This could be significantly shortened by pre-saturating the solution with hydrogen (Fig. S13[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Therefore, the external factor led to and maintained the saturation of the solution, a prerequisite for bubble evolution. The internal factor determined the nucleation and growth rate of the nanobubble.

Revealing the dynamic photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs
---------------------------------------------------------------

The photocatalytic activity of a single CdS nanoparticle was found to display a dynamically changing nature, *i.e.*, it randomly alternated among high activity, low activity and inactive states. A 7 hour FL intensity trajectory of a single CdS nanoparticle is shown in [Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, consisting of 127 nanobubble events. The growth rate of each event is found to vary by up to 20 times, with an average of 0.026 ± 0.016 s^--1^ ([Fig. 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The fluctuating rate constants together with the existence of many resting periods revealed the dynamic nature of single nanoparticle photocatalysis.

![Dynamic photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs. (a) FL trajectory of a single CdS nanoparticle during a photocatalysis experiment of 7 hours. (b) The calculated growth rate of 127 nanobubble events exhibits a fluctuation of up to 20 times.](c7sc04684g-f4){#fig4}

Fluctuating activities are sometimes observed in single nanoparticle studies due to different mechanisms. For instance, surface re-arrangements of metal atoms were found to cause an activity fluctuation of single metal NPs.[@cit10],[@cit16],[@cit36],[@cit37] De-activation and recovery of single nanoparticle activity due to the adsorption and desorption of surface adsorbates was recently reported at a relatively long timescale.[@cit17] The dynamic photocatalytic activity of single CdS NPs in the present work is consistent with our previous results obtained using SPRM, which suggested that both dynamic photocatalysis and intermittent fluorescence were regulated by the intrinsic photophysical processes of semiconductor NPs.[@cit12] The different methodology and imaging technique adopted here further confirmed this important conclusion, despite some different features between the optical trajectories. First, the duration of active states in FL measurements (100--200 seconds) is several times longer than that in SPRM measurements (10--50 seconds).[@cit12] We believe this is due to the incapability of the present FL technique to detect nanobubbles smaller than 80 nm. Such detection limit was about 40 nm for SPRM. Here, substrate-adsorbed R6G molecules and free ones in the solution resulted in a relatively high FL background. Further optimization of the type and concentration of dyes and the optical configuration are anticipated to improve the detection capability. Second, the size of the nanobubbles in the present work is continuously increasing and never reaches a plateau before the collapse. This is different from the previous observation that stable optical responses were often reached before the collapse. Such a difference is attributed to the different surface chemistry of the substrate. In order to minimize the non-specific adsorption of R6G, a hydrophilic substrate is utilized here, which rendered a different stability of the nanobubbles compared to that with the previously used hydrophobic surface.

Since the nanobubble growth rate only indirectly reflects the photocatalytic activity, it is worthwhile to clarify the relationship between them. Nanobubble growth is a complicated process, which is not only regulated by the intrinsic photocatalytic activity of CdS nanoparticles (internal factor), but also affected by many physicochemical parameters such as the surface chemistry and geometrical morphology of nanoparticles as well as the surface tension and microenvironment of the local solution (external factors). For different individuals (or different types of nanocatalysts), simply comparing nanobubble growth rates is not sufficient because of the significantly different external factors. However, for the same individual, these external factors are anticipated to be relatively stable over a limited period of time. Therefore, temporal evolution of the nanobubble growth rate for the same individual allows us to evaluate the dynamic change in the photocatalytic activity.[@cit12] The positive correlation between nanobubble growth rate and photocatalytic activity for the same individual has been demonstrated in previous studies[@cit10],[@cit12] and the present work (Fig. S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). While further investigation is certainly required to further clarify this point, the FL-labeling strategy proposed here would play an important role in achieving this goal.

Conclusions
===========

In summary, we have proposed an *in situ* labeling methodology for quantitative and *in operando* monitoring of photogenerated H~2~ nanobubbles at single CdS NPs under conventional FL microscopy. The FL intensity is proportional to the surface area of the nanobubbles, allowing for determination of the generation rate of H~2~ molecules at the single nanoparticle level. By continuously measuring the nanobubble growth rate, dynamic photocatalytic activity was observed between active and inactive states due to the random photophysical processes of CdS NPs. This labeling method relies on the hydrophobic nature of the gas bubble, and it is thus suitable for various kinds of bubbles regardless of their chemical composition and size. Since catalytic gas release is involved in many important reactions, such as water splitting, consumption of chemical fuels (carbohydrate, hydrazine, *etc.*), nanomotors, and even bacterial gas production, the present work is anticipated to benefit these basic and industrial fields by helping to understand the corresponding reaction kinetics and mechanism at the single nanoparticle level.
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